
Exams in Algorithms and Datastructures 1,
and in Program Design II, Spring 2006

Prepared by Pierre Flener

31 May 2006, from 08:00 to 13:00, in Polacksbacken

Rules: This is a closed -book exam. The usage of calculators is not allowed.
Write your name on this cover page and on each answer sheet.

Question G points Your G VG points Your VG

1 22 8

2 25 10

3 11 5

4 12 7

Total: 70 30
Read carefully: In any recurrence, first make explicit the costs of dividing,
conquering (recurring), and combining of the divide-and-conquer algorithm,
and then simplify the expression. To derive tight asymptotic bounds Θ(. . . ),
use the Master Theorem (MT) where applicable, assuming the regularity
condition holds, if need be; otherwise, first state why MT is not applicable
and then use any other relevant method or theorem. Always show all the de-
tails of your reasoning, and make explicit all your assumptions. Constructed
programs must comply with the coding convention of the course.
Grading: A mark of at least 49 G points earns a G or 3 passing grade. Any
other mark on the G points earns a U failure grade. Earned VG points do
normally not compensate for missing G points, while every G point in excess
of 49 G points counts as 0.5 VG points. If passing, then a mark of at least
20 VG points earns an upgrade to a VG passing grade, while a mark of at
least 26 VG points earns an upgrade to a 5 passing grade, and a mark from
11 to 25 VG points earns an upgrade to a 4 passing grade.
Help: Normally, the instructor will attend this exam from 10:00 to 11:00.
Identity: Name & Personal Number: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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1. Linear Data Structures

(a) Give a recurrence for the length L(n), measured in symbols, of the
longest unevaluated arithmetic expression built by the function
below, where len X returns the length of the list X. Recall that
y + z is only evaluated in SML when both y and z are known.
Assume that numbers, arithmetic operators, and parentheses are
symbols. State any other assumptions you make.

fun len [] = 0

| len (x::xs) = 1 + ( len xs )

Derive a tight asymptotic bound for L(n). Does this bound cor-
respond to your intuition on how short an expression is sufficient
at any given time to compute the length of a list? Why? If not,
then argue why your help function in question (1b) below has a
much better memory consumption. (8 VG points)

(b) Is the len function of question (1a) above tail-recursive? Why?
If not, construct a tail-recursive help function len’, and express
the len function in terms of len’. (7 G points)

(c) Give a recurrence for the average-case running time T (n) of the
function below, where sort X returns an ordered permutation of
the list X. Assume that split X returns a pair (Y,Z) of lists of
lengths y and z such that Y @ Z = X and |y − z| < 2. Assume
that merge Y Z returns an ordered permutation of Y @ Z when Y

and Z are ordered. Assume that split and merge are optimally
implemented for lists. State any other assumptions you make.

fun sort [ ] = [ ]

| sort [x] = [x]

| sort yzs = let val (ys,zs) = split yzs

in merge (sort ys) (sort zs) end

Is the second clause of the sort function superfluous? Why? De-
rive a tight asymptotic bound for T (n). Does this bound also
apply to the best and worst cases? Why? Does this bound cor-
respond to the optimum of sorting a list? Why? (12 G points)

(d) Redo question (1c) above where all occurrences of “list” are re-
placed by “array”. State any new assumptions you make. Com-
pare with your answer to question (1c): can arrays be merge-
sorted asymptotically faster than lists, through exploitation of
their direct (constant-time) access to an element whose index is
known? Why? Discuss the comparison. (3 G points)
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2. Trees

(e) Define AVL trees and Huffman trees, assuming binary trees and
binary search trees are known concepts. (Do not state any derived
properties.) Can they be empty? Why? (6 G points)

(f) Give a recurrence for the average-case running time T (n) of the
function below, where inorder’ B A prepends the in-order walk
of the binary tree B to the list A. State any assumptions you make.

datatype ’a bTree = Void | Bt of ’a * ’a bTree * ’a bTree

fun inorder’ Void acc = acc

| inorder’ (Bt(v,L,R)) acc =

let val rAcc = inorder’ R acc

in inorder’ L (v::rAcc) end

Derive a tight asymptotic bound for T (n). Construct a function
inorder B for computing the in-order walk of the binary tree B,
without using any accumulator, and informally argue why it is
asymptotically slower than inorder’ B []. (14 G points)

(g) Give a recurrence for the average-case running time T (n) of the
function below, where delete k B returns a copy of the binary
search tree B without the node with key k, if any. Assume that
deleteMax B returns a pair (max,B’) where max is the node of
the binary search tree B with the largest key and B’ is a copy of
B without max. Also assume that deleteMax is optimally imple-
mented. State any other assumptions you make.

datatype bsTree = Empty | Bst of int * bsTree * bsTree

fun delete k Empty = Empty

| delete k (Bst(key,L, R)) =

if k < key then Bst(key,(delete k L),R)

else if k > key then Bst(key,L, (delete k R))

else case (L,R) of

(Empty,_) => R

| (_,Empty) => L

| (_, _) => let val (max,L’) = deleteMax L

in Bst(max,L’,R) end

Derive a tight asymptotic bound for T (n). Describe in sixty
words, plus diagrams if you want, how the deleteMax function
works. (Longer descriptions will be ignored.) (10 VG points)

(h) Show the insertions of 8, 6, 2, 4, 1, 5, in this order, into the empty
AVL tree, using an annotated cartoon. (5 G points)
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3. Heaps

(i) Define binary min-heaps and binomial min-heaps, assuming bi-
nary and binomial trees are known concepts. (Do not state any
derived properties.) Can they be empty? Why? (6 G points)

(j) Show the insertions of 8, 6, 2, 4, 1, 5, in this order, into the empty
binomial min-heap, using an annotated cartoon. (5 G points)

(k) Consider the algorithm for merging two binomial heaps of m and
n elements, respectively. Just state a tight asymptotic bound, in
terms of m and n, for its worst-case running time. Consider the
alternative algorithm that inserts each tree of the first heap into
the second heap. Informally derive a tight asymptotic bound, in
terms of m and n, for its worst-case running time. Discuss. Can
we use for this purpose the function seen in the course for inserting
a binomial tree into a binomial heap? Why? (5 VG points)

4. Greedy Algorithms

(l) Greedily construct the Huffman code for compressing the text
below, including the spaces between its words: (6 G points)

NURSE CURES RECURRENCES UNSURE USER RESCUES SCREEN

(m) Give a recurrence for the average-case running time T (n) of (the
heap collapsing of) the Huffman code-construction algorithm if
using a non-decreasingly ordered list rather than a min-heap for
implementing its min-priority queue. State any assumptions you
make. Derive a tight asymptotic bound for T (n). Compare with
the bound of the algorithm seen in the course. (7 VG points)

(n) Use Dijkstra’s shortest-paths algorithm to find the shortest (that
is minimum-weight) paths in the weighted directed graph with
node set {N1, N2, N3, N4, N5} and an edge from Ni to Nj of weight
(10− i) · (j − i) whenever 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 5, using N1 as the source.
Just draw the graph and fill out the table below. (6 G points)

N1 N2 N3 N4 N5

d π d π d π d π d π
after initialisation
after 1st iteration
after 2nd iteration
after 3rd iteration
after 4th iteration
after 5th iteration
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